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Subscribe for free to the America First Report newsletter.
Climate change. The obsession with it by cultists who desperately want to be
proven right about the end of the world has prompted dozens of known (and likely
hundreds of unverified) arson attacks this summer in the name of convincing us
that heat of the season isn’t normal and cow farts are going to kill us all.

It would appear that someone, whether cultists or more nefarious players pushing
the globalists’ plans, have selected a new target for their escapades. Recycling
plants are going up in flames across the country and of course every event is an
opportunity for corporate media to blame climate change. Well, not all. One of the
nine recent fires has been blamed on a “likely faulty battery.”

I still blame the cultists though I’m reserving room for the possibility of it being the
globalists with an even darker agenda in play. Where I don’t leave room is for the
notion that it’s all a coincidence that nine recycling plants went up in flames the
first two weeks of August when it’s hard to find any single month the last five
years that had more than one or two incidents. Most had none because recycling
plant fires just weren’t a thing until now.

Here’s video of the latest in Pensacola, Florida:
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#BREAKING: Numerous firefighters are batting a 
massive fire at a recycling center 

#Pensacola | #Florida

Right now multiple Firefighters are currently working 
to control a massive fire at a recycling center in 
Pensacola Florida. Multiple witnesses are reporting 
heavy… Show more

Watch on Twitter

12:00 AM · Aug 16, 2023 from Pensacola, FL
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Recycling plant fires create a very noteworthy statement for those seeking to
blame climate change. The billowing smoke and foul stench draw attention and
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prompt local media to cover the events profusely. It can often be seen from miles
away and can linger for days.

Recycling plant fires are the perfect narrative-builders for cultists.

Beef Company CEO: “I’ll Shut Down The Company Before We Ship A Single
Bag With MRNA-Injected Meat”

Then again, they also pose a perfect opportunity for globalists and
depopulationists to release other toxins into the atmosphere. This is speculation
with absolutely zero evidence, but hypothetically if the powers-that-be wanted
certain chemicals released into the lower atmosphere then using recycling plant
fires spread coast to coast would offer them literal smokescreens to hide their
plans.

After all, they can’t keep derailing trains or somebody might get suspicious.

Here’s a list of this month’s recycling plant carnage:

August 1: Vinton, Texas (mall fire but perhaps their efforts were thwarted)

August 3: Jacksonville, Florida

August 6: Albuquerque, New Mexico

August 9: Oakland, California

August 11: Brockton, Massachusetts

August 11: Houston, Texas

August 12: Glendale, Arizona

August 12: Boston, Massachusetts

August 16: Pensacola, Florida

If this pace continues, that would be over 200 recycle plant fires per year.

https://wholecows.com/1592-2/
https://kfoxtv.com/news/local/no-injuries-reported-after-fire-at-recycling-plant-in-vinton
https://www.firstcoastnews.com/article/news/local/crews-battle-fire-at-phillips-hwy-recycling-center-traffic-backed-up-in-area/77-2a9a44eb-6460-445d-b431-818d71f9fc6c
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2023/08/07/recycling-fire-albuquerque-alert/
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It would be ironic if cultists really have chosen recycling plants as their targets
since one of the purposes of recycling plants is to clean up the environment, but
perhaps the messaging is more important to them than the impact of their
actions. Of course, nobody ever accused climate change cultists of being logical.

What do you think? Is this coincidence? Cultists? Globalists?
Someone else? Leave your comments on my Substack.

Bypass Big Tech Censors

Stock up on long-term storage beef before prices SKYROCKET. 10+ year
shelf life, premium cuts, all-American, no mRNA jabs. Promo code
“cleancows” at Freedom First Beef.

https://jdrucker.substack.com/p/america-under-attack-massive-blaze
https://freedomfirstbeef.com/
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These are not happening by chance.
Once again: OVER 5,000,000 UNKNOWNS (probably far more) are within
OUR COUNTRY.
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Mike Lindell Auctioning Off Equipment, Subleasing Manufacturing Space After
Attacks From Multiple Angles

How a Faith-Based Gold Company Is Changing the Way Americans Protect
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We have a brain-dead ‘president’.
We have thousands and thousands of the SLANT-EYED BEING from the
CCP IN AMERICA already. You think they are resting while not ‘on duty’?
If you do-I pity you… a fool fooled by those who rely on STUPIDITY of the
masses. From what I must view daily-it is too late…CIVIL WAR brews
here while NUCLEAR WAR is all over the planet in possibilities.
America is not even close to great anymore…not even close.
 Reply

   1 day ago

THIS IS DEEP STATE SPONSORED TERRORISM!!@
make no mistake…..
The same evil entity that hit the world witha virus…..,las vega mass
shootings….etc etc Eyes open!
 Reply

   1 day ago

Unless an article like this follows up with an analysis of who benefits
financially from these fires, these stories are just so much clickbait. The
Maui fires are so obvious. A cartel of land developers has been coveting
Maui’s West Coast for half a century but had been blocked by native
Hawaiian landowners. That is until last week.
 Reply

   1 day ago

Expected result of Big Chief Poop-in-pants open borders.
 Reply

   1 day ago

When those who take the oath to defend the constitution from all enemies
both foreign and domestic betray their oath, it is up to the American
people to defend our country. Never relinquish your 2A rights, or freedom
is extinct
 Reply
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Do not forget the 90 food processing plants that were burned down last
year.
https://www.city-journal.org/article/smoke-and-mirrors-2

We are absolutely under attack by a well known world organization.
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